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Outline	
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!  !+V introduction, motivation	

! !W, !Z measurements	

! EFT interpretation 	

! !γ measurement 	
	
	



;+V Measurement Motivations	
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!  Top quark was discovered  more than 20 years a go.	

!  Its couplings are still need to be measured precisely. 	

!  Large energy provided by LHC opens up a possibility to probe the larger mass 

scale than previously explored at Lab such as ;Z ,;W.	

!  The production of a top-quark pair in association with vector bosons(W,Z,γ) is 

a key test of the validity of the SM at the TeV scale. 	

!  Coupling with Z, γ can be probed directly.	

!  Top couplings can alter by many extension of SM.  	

! Main background for ;H and for many BSM processes. 	



;+V Measurement Status	
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-  The ;Z cross section measured by CMS with a precision of 50% at 7 TeV Phys. Rev. Le+. 110 (2013) 172002	
-  CMS Constrained σ(!W) and σ(!Z) to within 30% and 25% of their SM values Eur. Phys. J. C 74 (2014) 3060	

-  ATLAS with the similar precision JHEP 11 (2015) 172 	
-  The ;Z observed 6.4σ  and ;W with evidence of 4.8 σ  @CMS  JHEP 01 (2016) 096 	

-  ATLAS also reported a measurement of the ;W and ;Z production at 13 TeV Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 40 	
-  CMS measurement of the ;W and ;Z production at 13 TeV  TOP-17-005	

;	
;γ	

;W, ;Z	



Toward 13 TeV	
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Signal/background is be;er for ;Z in 13 TeV than 8 TeV, but not for ;W.	

Signal = Same Sign dilepton	
BR = 4.8%	

Signal = 3 or 4 leptons	
BR ≈ 2.8%	

Measurements are done in most sensitive channels: same-sign dilepton for ;W, 3-lepton and 4-
lepton channels for ;Z, and lepton+jet for ;γ.	

Signal = lepton+jets	
BR ≈ 45%	



Background Categorization(;W,;Z)	
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Non-prompt lepton (fake) background are main background in (ss 2l and 3l) 	
! Majorly come from ; and Z+jet.	
! Data-driven approach is used.	
! Assigning uncertainty from the level of closure of the method	

WZ (ss 2l and 3l) and ZZ(4l) 	
! Measure data/MC scale factor in WZ enriched control region. 	
!  ZZ is validated in enriched control region. 	

Charge mis-measurement (ss 2l)	
!  Charge of one of the electron that is coming from W decay is mis-measured. 	
!  Flip rate is measured in MC and validated in data in Z → ee events. 	

Rare SM processes (ss 2l and 3l, 4l) 	
!  ;X: ;H, tqZ with 3 prompt leptons.	
!   Rare: ZZ, Zγ∗, WZZ, ZZZ with three or four prompt leptons, one escaped.	
!  Estimated from simulation. 	
	



Event Selection and Strategy	
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2	

o  Exactly 3 leptons (pT > 40/20 /10 GeV)	
o  |mSFOS − mZ|< 10 GeV.	
o  Expected at least 4 jets. But 70% signal event 

not pass the 4 jets criteria. So Njet≥ 2	
o  C & C analysis	

!Z,  3l	

o  2 same sign lepton.	
o  pT(e)  > 27/40	
o  pT(µ)  > 25	
o  |mee − mZ|>15 GeV	
o  At least 2 jets and 1 b-tag 

jet	
o  Veto third lepton	
o  MVA analysis	

!W,  SS, 2l	

o  Exactly 4 leptons (pT > 10/10/10/40 GeV)	
o  OSSF pair with mll >12 GeV	
o  |mll − mZ|< 20 GeV second Z vetoed.	
o  Njet≥ 2 , Nb-jet≥ 1	
o  C &C analysis	

!Z,  4l	



Non-Prompt Lepton Backgrounds	
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-  To estimate the number of events containing non-prompt lepton, tight-to-loose ratio 
(Fake Rate) is used.	

-  Fake Rate (FR): is the probability of non-prompt leptons to pass full set of 
requirements.	

-  FR has been measured in QCD control region as a function of lepton  pT and η (5% 
to 30%).	

-  To estimate the final contribution, apply FR into the sample of side-band events 
which satisfies all the analysis requirements except that at least one of the leptons 
does not pass the tight selection but passes the loose selection. 	

;	 DY	 ;	

30%	



WZ Background	
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!  Data/MC ratio found to be: 0.94±0.07	
!  No scale factor applied to MC.	

!  10% Sys Unc assigned for difference.	

!  Modeling of WZ+(bjets, jets) studied.	

!  Additional 20% Unc for 3l analysis for regions njet > 3.	

!  Other Sys Unc due to the extrapolation from CR to high Nj,Nb-jet  e.g  jES, b-tagging considered. 	

WZ control region by purity of 85% with:	
-  Exactly 3 leptons, OSSF on-Z pair	
-  Njets < 2 and Nbjets = 0	
-  ET

miss ≥ 30 GeV	
-  MT

W > 50 GeV	



ZZ and Rare SM  backgrounds	
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ZZ control region with 95% purity:	
-   4 leptons	
-  Lepton charge sum = 0	
-  Mll > 12GeV	
-  2 SFOS pairs, |mll − mZ|< 20 GeV	

Rare SM backgrounds:	
;X and multi-boson processes are estimated from simulated MC samples.	
	

"  Shows good agreement between 
data and simulation.	

"  Considering the studies done for 
the WZ background at high jet 
multiplicities Assign 20% 
uncertainty.	

"  Additional experimental 
uncertainties applied.	



Background with Miss-
Measurement of Charge 	
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Charge mis-measurement rate defined as : SS events /  OS events 	
	
-  Top pair process gives the main contribution to this background.	

o  Opposite-sign ee or eµ events 
passing the selection and 
weighing them by charge 
miss-measurement rate 
measured in ;bar MC.	

	
o  A systematic uncertainty  

assigned due to difference in 
the DY and ;bar process.	

76 < mll < 106 GeV	

TOP-16-017	



;W SS 2l  @ 13 TeV	
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 BDT analysis was developed for ;W in same-sign di-lepton channel 	
  BDT inputs:	
! Number of jets; number of medium b-tagged jets; the sum of pT of the jets.	
!   Leading and trailing lepton pT, transverse invariant mass of both leptons.	
!   Leading and sub-leading jet pT, missing transverse energy.	
!  ∆R between the trailing lepton and the nearest selected jet.	

!  Events with BDT> 0 are selected.	
!  Split in BDT< 0.6 & BDT > 0.6.	
!  Further split by Number of jets/b-jets 2/3/4≥ 

jets and 1/2 b-jet, totally 5 regions.	
! Also split ++, -- channels.	
!  In total 20 regions are defined.	



;Z (3l)	
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o  Split by the number of jets/ b-jets to define 9 exclusive event categories to exploit 
all the signal events. Njets =2/3/≥4 and Nbjets =0/1/≥2.	

o  Njets =3 categories in high b-jet multiplicity recover the signal efficiency. 	
o  Njets =2 use to constrain the background.	
o  slight excess of events accumulated in Njets =2,3 Nb jets ≥ 2 	
o  C & C analysis	

;Z (4l)	

o  Events with µµµµ, eeee and µµee which a second 
SFOC lepton pair consistent with the Z boson mass 	

Are rejected. 	
o  Events at least with Njets ≥2 and Nbjet = 0/≥1	
o  C & C analysis	



Results ;W,;Z	
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TOP-16-017	

TOP-17-005	
r;Z	

r;W	

"  Construct a binned likelihood function L(r, θ) as a product of Poisson probabilities 
from all bins.	

"  The profile likelihood ratio  test statistic  is used to extract the asymptotic best-fit cross 
section .	



EFT Interpretation	
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!  Within the framework of effective field 
theory(EFT), cross section measurements can 
be used to search for NP in a model-
independent way at energy scales that are 
not yet experimentally accessible. 	

!  Effects of NP are studied as a function of 
Wilson coefficients cj by parameterizing 
the cross section.	

!  Consider NP effects the ;W, ;Z and ;H.	

rttX (cj ) =
σ SM+NP,ttX (cj )
σ SM+NP,ttX (0)

, X = Z,W,H

Signal strength: 	

×	

The ;Z and ;W cross section corresponding to the best-fit values.	

we construct a profile likelihood test statistic. The likelihood 
statistic was maximized to find the asymptotic best-fit c

j	



;γ	
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CMS Measurement, is preformed @ √s=8 TeV   in both the e + jets and µ + jets 
final states (measured separately and combined).	 JHEP 10 (2017) 006 	

-  Cross section measurement  of ;+γ with 3σ by the CDF at the Tevatron using pp collisions 
at√s=1.96 TeV [Phys.Rev. D 48 (2011) 031104]	

-  ATLAS  at √s=7 TeV with 5.3σ  and at √s=8 TeV [Phys. Rev. D 91 (2015) 072007 , arXiv:1706.03046]	

Top quark selection:	
"  Require exactly 1 lepton (e or 𝜇)	
"  Veto events with additional loose 

leptons	
"  At least 3 jets, one of which is b-tagged	
"  pTmiss > 20 GeV	

Photon selection:	
"  At least one photon, pT>25 GeV, |ƞ| < 

1.44	
"  Isolated from other activity in event	

Selection is done in two levels:	

Two main categories of background:	
-  ;bar events with the misidentified photon.	
-  Non top quark processes with the real photon e.g W+γ+jet and Z+γ+jet …	



Background Estimation	
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M3 is used to distinguish top 
from non-top processes	
M3= mass of 3-jet combination with 
highest summed pT	

-  Photon charged hadron 
isolation used to separate 
prompt from non-prompt 
photons.	

-   Shapes from control 
regions(inversing the 
shower shape variable).	

Simulated 
samples 
categorized by 
reconstructed 
photon origin. 	

e+jets channel	 SFj->γ	

SF!γ	

SFVγ	Sfe->γ	

Sfe->γ	

Πγ = Photon purity	

Π! =Top purity	



;γ results	
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-  Perform a likelihood fit to measure the three remaining scale factors. 	
-   Scanning the possible combination of SFs which results three MC quantities to be closest to the  

three measured quantities.	

Ne+jets 
;+𝛾 = 338 ± 53 (stat)	

N𝜇+jets
;+𝛾 

 = 442 ± 69 (stat)	
-  Largest systematic uncertainties are from 

likelihood fit stat, JES, MC modeling scales.	
Fiducial and inclusive cross section can be obtained:	
	

To reduce the effect of systematic uncertainties that similarly 
affect all !+jets production modes:	



Summary	
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Presented CMS results on ; + V (W, Z, ɣ)	
	
!W: 	
13 TeV data, SS dilepton 	
	
!Z:	
13 TeV data, 3 and 4 leptons 	
	
ttɣ:	
8 TeV data, lepton+jets 	
	
Reinterpretation :	
EFT ;W, ;Z 	
	
	

;W= 0.80 ± 0.12   (stat.) ± 0.13  (sys.) pb 	
;W+= 0.58 ± 0.09  (stat.) ± 0.09  (sys.) pb 	
;W-= 0.19 ± 0.07  (stat.) ± 0.06  (sys.) pb	
	
;Z= 1.00 ±  0.09   (stat.) ± 0.12   (sys.) pb 	
	

σfid
;γ  = 127±27   �  	

σ;γ×Β = 515±108 �	

Thank you	
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Dependency of EFT Coefficients 	
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Systematic Uncertainties(;W,;Z) 	
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TOP-16-017	

TOP-17-005	


